Abstract: Judicial discourse and the style of written judicial decisions has been the subject of numerous analyses. Judicial discourse comprises different elements from formal and structural ones to various modes of argumentation used. Narrative -when approached as a form or a structure -may be helpful in thorough analyses of judicial discourse, in particular the texts of judgements. This paper analyzes one judgement of a Czech court by means of narrative analysis and tackles the issues of narrative differentiation, narrative structure and narrative coherence in relation to judicial decision-making. Furthermore, it addresses the issue of story-telling and its importance within judicial discourse.
Introduction
This paper is a part of the author's larger project discussing legitimacy of judicial decision-making. As some of the factors underlying this notion, language-related issues such as rhetoric and narrative coherence are discussed. This paper addresses the issues of narrativity and narrative coherence in judicial decisions.
It has been claimed that human experience is in fact a narrative experience. For the purpose of this paper, a narrative will be understood as 'a verbal representation of events and facts, with a temporal connection between them' (Almog 2001, 475) . Narrative imagination -a story -is said to be the elementary tool of thinking (Turner 2005, 13) . As Berger (2009, 262-263) writes, narrative structure and expression shape our perceptions and reasoning processes, often unconsciously; and we consciously use them to frame arguments and agreements. 'Narrative [is] essential, and unavoidable, for persuasion and understanding' (Berger 2009, 263) . It should come as no surprise to approach the judicial decision-making process via the means of narrative, or in other words, story-telling. The physical and discursive space of the court and its decisionmaking process is all wrapped around a story; it is a particular event or a sequence of events that brings the claimants to the court in the first place. They need to communicate their claim to the judges: the courts access the events only (as MacCormick 2009, 221 claims) or mainly (if we exclude real evidence from the narrative) through narrative. Thus, the judicial process can be readily described as a clash of different narratives: personal accounts (embedded in the claim, defence, witness statements…) and the judge's re-telling of the story for the purpose of the courtroom record; 27 all these individual stories lead into one official final account of this story, the judgement. As several scholars (see for example Delgado 1988 -1989 and similarly White 1996 have pointed out, reality is nothing fixed or given. We tend to construct reality through conversations, through the exchange of narrative accounts. If the narratives were to be considered as forms or structures, it must have been concluded that they can be viewed as 'moral chameleon [s] that can be used to support the worse as well as the better cause' (Brooks 2002, 2) ; by emphasising certain events and giving them slightly different interpretations, different picture can be made (Delgado1988-1989 (Delgado1988- , 2422 . Story-telling in judicial and legal discourse definitely entails a manipulative element: one aspect of the discussed matter is stressed, another dimmed (Almog 2001, 488) and because of this strategy the story told acquires a unique shape.
'Unlike literary stories, the power of legal stores is normative. The narrative in a judgement does not expose the reality or reveal it; rather it declares that a particular occurrence is reality... Every judicial narrative is a claim of knowledge, and a claim to absolute authority' (Almog 2001, 488 ; first emphasis added).
The recognition of the narratives present in a particular judgement may be helpful in thorough analyses of judicial decisions. This approach of analyzing judicial decisions by means of literary (or linguistic) theories is still more typical of the common law rather than civil law systems. The discourse of judicial decisions in common law countries is far more personalized and literarily oriented than the decisions of civil law based courts (compare Kühn 2001, 8) . The long discursive narratives of the common law decisions seem to be a direct antithesis to the short magisterial continental decisions. I am using this stark opposition only to illustrate the apparent reason of the lack of narrative analysis of the continental decisions, not to propose or emphasise that the styles of judicial decisions of these two legal systems are that different.
28 I would like to claim that narratives and their elements can be traced (and therefore analyzed) even in terms of continental 'syllogism machines' (Lasser 1997 (Lasser -1998 and that the importance of narrative is reflected in court proceedings rules. The legal language of continental courts can be described as unimaginative. Continental legal discourse has a historically-conditioned tendency towards dry, magisterial style, copying and making use of the language of statutes. Yet, even within this dry, magisterial style, there is an essential core (and requirement) of narrative structure and narrative coherence. The recognition of the narrative form is the first step towards a deeper analysis of narratives in legal discourse and towards the understanding of how different narratives operate in judicial (or legal) life. This paper analyzes the narrative and its elements in a selected Czech judicial decision. In the first part of this paper, the criteria chosen for the analysis are outlined and explained. In the second part, these criteria are used in the analysis of a text of a criminal judgement.
Differentiation of Narratives
For the purpose of the subsequent analysis, the following differentiation of narratives as proposed by Almog (2001) will be used:
(i) form of narrative (ii) mode of narrative
In respect to the form, Almog differentiates between the a. internal and external judicial narrative; and b. between free and bound narratives. A (a) The narrative form present in judicial decisions has two dimensions: internal and external. An internal narrative depends on the judge's personality and culture grounding: she cannot change her internal narratives by her free choice. An external narrative is a final story told in the judgement and, therefore, it is carefully controlled and constructed. This careful construction results in a reasoned support of the chosen result of the trial. As opposed to the internal narrative, the external narrative expressed in the judgement can be further judged, assessed, interpreted and criticized. Furthermore, the external narrative is usually to a certain extent reflected by the rules of trial procedure.
Ad (b) The differentiation between free and bound narratives reflects the strictness and punctuality of the rules of procedure: Does the law assert exactly what kinds of facts and in which order they are to be included in the opinion? Does the law contain rules for evaluating the evidence? Is there a strict form and extent into which the judge is supposed to fit in her opinion? There are strong pros and cons in case of both forms of narratives. In general, it has been claimed that 'the law does implicitly, almost preconsciously, recognize the power of storytelling' and therefore intents 'to formalize the conditions of telling' the stories (Brooks 2002, 6) .
In respect to the modes, the judicial narrative can be either blank or interpretive. A blank narrative uses 'as minimalist and neutral a description as possible of the facts necessary for understanding the matter' (Almog 2001, 495 ). An interpretive narrative is 'richer and denser description of events, where signs of the various choices and value judgements of its author can be easily discerned' (Almog 2001, 496) . The preference in the use of these two modes is typical of the common law and civil law systems distinction. The opinions in common law judgements reject formalism and prefer value and policy arguments (Lasser 1997 (Lasser -1998 ; the choice of interpretive narratives only supports this preference. Moreover, common law narratives tend to be more literary-like; the rhetoric, the word-choice and the arguments used are often stylized to appeal to personal emotions (the individual internal narratives) of every reader. In some of the civil law countries, the prevailing opinion asserts that the external narrative (i.e. the official opinion of the court) should be preferably blank and uniform, minimalist and neutral in style (Almog 2001, 496) . This approach in an almost pure form can be observed in France, especially in the decisions of Cour de cassation. The decisions in their entirety usually do not exceed one page and are formulated as a 'single-sentence syllogism, rendered in an incredibly short, impersonal and unsigned collegial form with no concurrences or dissents, little if any factual presentation…' (Lasser 2003, 7-8) . This is not to say that Cour de cassation decisions are completely free of narrative; the narrative is extremely condensed, trimmed of all the unnecessary circumstances and stating solely those facts that are required by law to be ascertained in order to reach a decision.
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Another possible distinction of narratives can be made with respect to the number of judges involved in formulating the opinion and therefore the authors of the narrative: unified narrative (one narrative told in the judgement on behalf of all the judges) and personal narrative (every judge -or a group of judges -shapes and writes her -their -own relevant story) (compare Almog 2001, 498 some of the supreme courts or the constitutional courts where the legal rules allow for concurring or dissenting opinions, a step towards a more personal account of the case may be observed. In common law countries (in case of the US Supreme Court and the UK Supreme Court) the decision taken by a panel of judges is based on individual opinions and individual conclusions of the case. Such individual narratives may be illustrative of the 'chameleon' nature of narratives: although following the same set of temporally consecutive events, the choice of facts to be included in the decision and the choice of particular words and emphases support different resolutions. As an illustration let me repeat the same example as Almog (2001, 484) 
Judge Cooper
Judge Mayfield The appellant was convicted in a jury trial of possession of a controlled substance and possession of drug paraphernalia. He was sentenced to one year in the county jail and fined 200.00 and was sentenced to six years in the Arkansas department of Correction and fined 5,000.00respectively. On appeal, the appellant agrees that the trial court erred in denying his motion to suppress without conducting and evidentiary hearing on the motion.
McNeeley v. State, 925 S.W.2d 177, 178 (1996) The appellant, who has been paralyzed and confined to a wheelchair for ten years as the result of an injury suffered when he broke his neck diving into water to save a friend, is thirty years old; libed with his mother; and smokes a little marijuana to help him live during the day and relax enough to sleep during the night. One day, while he was visiting in the apartment of his girl friend, four police officers burst into the apartment, with weapons drawn, arrested the appleant, and seized the ounce and one-half of marijuana and some drug paraphernalia he had in a bag lying beside his wheelchair.
Mayfield dissenting, 178.
The inclusion/exclusion of certain facts changes the final narrative. This particular example shows the distinction between the blank and interpretive narrative. It is reasonable to agree with Almog's claim that even blank narratives are 'a form of interpretation and manipulation ' (2001, 496) . The omission of certain facts supports the decision taken and helps to fit the story nicely into the legal frame. The inclusion of 30 The judgement in question is the decision of the Arkansas Court of Appeals McNeely v. State, 925 S. W.2d 177 (1996) . certain other facts helps to support the dissenting opinion by mitigating the appellant's deed by other circumstances. In both cases, the reader is seduced by the narrative: in Judge Cooper's case it is the dry and logical account of the events; in Judge Mayfield's case it is the inclusion of important circumstances.
The purpose of judicial opinion is to reason in favour of the decision taken and to persuade the reader that the result is right. The strategies of how to do that differ depending on the legal system or legal tradition in question. Because the narrativestory -is such a deeply embedded structure of thought, it is natural those opinions that make (better) use of it gain in their persuasive power.
Narrative Coherence -Why narratives matter
Apart from their persuasive power, stories' importance for the judicial decisions is reflected in the notion of narrative coherence. In every trial, it is necessary to establish an account of past events. Therefore, the story told in the judgement has to comply with a certain conception of coherence in order to justify decisions on points of law. As MacCormick (2009, (214) (215) writes, the narrative coherence is comparable to the notion of normative coherence which is necessary to justify decisions on points of law. 'Coherence stipulates that the course of events within the story should not merely contradict each other, but should also hang together purposively' (MacCormick 2009, 230) . In essence, the problem tackled here is a problem of proof. The process of proof is based on different narratives of witnesses, the account of events constructed by the prosecutor etc. all to reach and support the verdict. The judge aims at assessing the truth -or probable truth -and the narrative coherence provides a test as to this truth contained in individual accounts. For the definition of the notion of coherence it is possible to accept MacCormick's approach saying that coherence means that there are no inexplicable logical inconsistencies between any of its factual elements, and that any inconsistencies to be expected are only due to human memory and perception (2009, 226) .
The law formulates different requirements for the 'degree' of coherence needed to be established in the judgement in order to provide justification of the decision taken. These degrees of coherence usually depend on the area of law in question: in criminal disputes, the matter of fact has to be established 'beyond all reasonable doubt,' whereas in civil disputes the facts to be proven 'on the balance of probabilities' are deemed sufficient. Law also contains and makes use of numerous rules of procedure and evidence, rigid structures of legal doctrines and legal documentation -these can be perceived as tools with story-spoiling or story-deconstructing functions (Almog 2001, 473) as well as frames for bound narrative required in the judgement. The legal rules govern legal relevance and admissibility of evidence. Although every account of the events (every story told) is by nature selective, it is tied by a form imposed by law.
Narratives and Rules of Procedure
How are stories/narratives recognized by Czech trial procedure rules? As has been mentioned, the notion of narrative coherence can be seen as underlining the two legal requirements -standards -of proof. Furthermore, the law recognizes the importance of narratives in trial procedure rules. The Czech Criminal Order explicitely mentions the following:
(i) First of all, the stories told in the course of interrogation (of the accused and witnesses) must be established as complete, free of ambiguities and discrepancies (Czech Criminal Order §92/3).
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(ii) The accused and the witnesses are required to tell their stories consistently/coherently. The Czech criminal procedure rules state that 'Obviněnému musí být dána možnost se k obvinění podrobně vyjádřit, zejména souvisle vylíčit skutečnosti, které jsou předmětem obvinění, uvést okolnosti, které obvinění zeslabují nebo vyvracejí…' [the accused must be enabled to comment on his accusation in detail, especially to coherently describe all the matters of fact that are subject of trial, to state the circumstances that mitigate or refute the accusation…] (Czech Criminal Order §92/2, 3). (iii) The law also requires the story-tellers of the trial to offer counterstories, if there are any (see clash of narratives below)
The narratives, in order to be recognized by the court and therefore to gain legal relevance, are restricted by special forms imposed on them by the legal system's rules of procedure. The first step of telling a story in court may fall under the term of 'free' narrative: a person (witness, accused…) is enabled to tell what happened in his or her own words. Only when they end their own account of events is the judge, the prosecutor and the defendant's counsel allowed to pose additional questions. These legal requirements and courtroom practices result in the fact that all the narratives meeting in the space of the judicial discourse are fragmented, disrupted and therefore often incomplete (compare Luyster 2002, 598) . The trial can be described as a 'complex storytelling forum' (Luyster 2002, 598) . In the space provided by the trial and its legal procedures, different narratives meet and clash. Some of these clashes are reflected by legal rules.
The most obvious clash of narratives is naturally the clash of the two principal competing ones: the claimant's vs. the defendant's; the prosecutor's vs. the accused's. The Czech legal system recognizes a controlled direct confrontation of the witness's narrative accounts ( § 104a Czech Criminal Order) in order to clarify possible discrepancies. Also the reconstruction of the events ( § 104d Czech Criminal Order) may 31 Act No. 141/1961 Sb., Criminal Order, as amended. not only be understood as a means of evidence supporting one of the stories but also as competing narratives of their own right -especially when they prove different events than those claimed in the personal accounts of the disputants.
In the Czech legal system, all the stories told in the course of interrogation have to be written down in the courtroom record / court file. This is either done by the judge herself of by the courtroom recorder. Essentially, the free narrative provided by e.g. the accused is retold by the judge: this retelling usually changes the fluency of the narrative, adjusts some of the grammatical elements (such as corrections of colloquial expressions and suffixes); moreover, the judge partially 'translates' the plain-language testimony into a legal-language account. The judge carefully picks up such facts of the story that are related to the legal norm that is to be applied in the case; as Šejvl (2003, 186) puts it, the judge picks up the words that should be translated into the language of law. At the end of the interrogation, the judge reads out (or dictates) his 'translation' which is then authorized by the interrogated person. 32 It is possible that despite this authorization, slight shifts in the story might occur. Therefore, it may be claimed that the judge's translation is another example of the clash of narratives.
Narrative Analysis
With regard to what has been discussed above, it can be claimed that the legal rules provide a frame for the process of story-telling in court. Every story needs characters and a plot. As to the plot and its organization, the narrative in judgement will be analyzed by two sets of criteria: (i) Those related to the prototypical Labovian narrative; and (ii) Burkian five elements of dramatism (this approach encompasses the analysis of characters as well)
The prototypical Labovian narrative is that of personal experience (LeeGoldman 2005, 1): the stories of the accused, the victim and the witnesses are all personal experiences related to a set of events in question. As Lee-Goldman emphasises while quoting Labov (1981, 225) , the core element of this type of narrative is its temporal organization, 'and in particular the juxtaposition of two events that cannot be reversed while preserving the coherence of the story (a temporal junction).' Furthermore, the Labovian narrative follows a four-point structure:
• Abstract/orientation (who is doing what) 32 Via the means of the courtroom record /court file, even the real evidence is translated into a language account that has to be coherent with the overall narrative told in the judgement.
• Complicating action
Ad (ii) Kenneth Burke's five key terms of dramatism may be thought of as the five key elements of a narrative. By assessing the emphases placed on them and the relationships among them, a narrative can be analyzed. These elements are: 'Act (what happened), Scene (the background of the act), Agent (the kind of person who performed the act), Agency (means or instruments used to perform the act) and Purpose' (Burke 1945, xv) . By shifting emphasis from one to another, the storyteller sets the scene, establishes a time frame to 'tap into listener's understanding and identification with the characters and their plights' (Berger 2009, 268) .
In respect to the above mentioned example of the Arkansas Court of Appeal judgement, the shift between Judge Cooper's and Judge Mayfield's narrative is noticeable on several levels: Scene: the second account adds a scene description, which is lacking in the first one; the appellant's background is added. Agent: the appellant, though the same person is described in different terms Agency: while in the first case the appellant was caught in possession of a 'controlled substance', in the second case, it was only 'little marijuana'. Most importantly there is a change in Purpose: while the first opinion simply describes the appellant as a person caught in possession of a drug, the second opinion tells a story of a paralyzed person who needs marijuana in order to sleep.
A Case Study
The above discussed theoretical approaches will be used in the analysis of a Czech judgement. A criminal law case has been chosen, especially because of the personal element present in the narratives but a similar analysis would be possible with civil, administrative or constitutional judicial decisions as well.
With regard to the fact that the following account of events may be considered a narrative of its own right, let me briefly re-tell the case 92 T 86/2009 33 as told by the court. Because of the rules of anonymization in the Czech legal system, cover names for all the protagonists are used. The accused is a legal counsel who specializes in asylum cases. When providing legal advice to two Mongolian women (sisters Sara and Tala) whose visa 33 Decision of Městský soud v Brně, 18. 2. 2010; 92 T 86/2009 . documents expired, he offered them an illegal means of help in exchange for approximately 5000 Euro. He offered to provide a man who would officially claim fatherhood of Sara's son (who had no father name filled in his birth certificate) and thus allow the women when asking for a right for permanent residence to claim the advantage of the family unification principle. This man (Peter) was later provided and his name added to the son's birth certificate. For further action, another Peter's signature was needed. It was agreed that a person would meet the two women with the document required bearing Peter's signature. This happened to be the turning point of the story because the sisters thought the document looked unreliable and refused to take it and to pay the money required.
The actual story is more complicated -it was simplified a little but some of the remaining details will be added in due course of the analysis.
The above described events can be read in different ways. From the point of view of the accused (as reported in his account of the events), it is the story of a counsel who helped two women to obtain a right of residence in the Czech Republic and asked for a certain amount of money in return -a lawyer's fee. As to the fatherhood claim, the accused cannot know whether Peter is the father of Sara's son or not.
The events may be also read as a story of the two sisters. Their testimonies contain an account of their arrival to the Czech Republic and other events that preceded the meeting of the accused. They confided in the accused with their story (p. 6 of the judgement) and entrusted him with helping them. Their visa expires and they rely on their counsel who provides advice (and the man to claim the fatherhood of Sara's son). When these actions begin to look suspicious to them, Sara and Tala break their contact with him and apply for asylum.
There is also a story of Peter who claims that he remembers signing blank papers but he has never made any official fatherhood claim. Moreover, he had never met either of the sisters. He only knows that he had intended to help a woman to stay in the Czech Republic.
The judgement contains accounts of the testimonies of other people involved that either confirm or refute these two versions (Peter, the accused's secretaries…) but for the purpose of this paper, they will be left out.
What is being assessed and analyzed here is the external narrative as it appears in the text of the written judgement. It must be emphasised that although in the trial individual stories were told by the protagonists themselves, the written judgement has only one story-teller -the judge. The narrative is also bound to rather high extent: by the rules of procedure and also by Czech customs of judgement writing. The story -the account of events -is repeated in the judgement several times: 1) In the court's account of the state of events (in the verdict of guilty); 2) In the 'translation' of this state of events into the wording of legal conditions for the particular criminal offence in question (in the verdict of guilty); 3) In the individual accounts of the accused and the witnesses (in the opinion).
As a continental decision, the narrative tends to be predominantly blank but signs of interpretivity can be traced, especially in evaluative statements. See Examples 1, 2, 3 below. 
Labovian narrative
In these two stories, the characters (the main protagonists: the accused, Sara, Tala, Peter) and the plo can be clearly recognized. The Labovian narrative structure as indicated above is easily traced: The focus in the Scene shifts from the business-like accused who was only ever interested in his job as a legal counsel to the problematic background of the two immigrants who happened to be in a tight situation, without legal work and without valid visa documents. The Agent here (the accused) is described in different terms: in one version of the story he is an honest lawyer, using legal means to help immigrants in need, in the other he is a calculating fraud, asking money for illegal actions. The Agency differs yet again in the evaluation of the means of help used. The Purpose of the accused's actions in Sara and Tala's story is to gain profit illegally, while in the accused's story the profit gained is presented as a justly earned fee for his legal services. 
